SHORTENING THE DISEASE TRANSMISSION CHAIN
The 2014-2015 Ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak was exacerbated by poorly operating or non-existent healthcare facilities and the stigma attached to afflicted individuals who journeyed to those facilities that were in operation. Simulations based on data from an observational study in Guinea of EVD transmission from February to August 2014 showed 'that a 10% increase in hospital admissions could have reduced the length of (transmission) chains by 26%'. 1 The point is that, in future EVD epidemics, individuals who are either symptomatic or at risk must be encouraged to visit care facilities. This requires strengthening of persistently weak community healthcare systems and converting the view of treatment centres by patients, their families and their communities not as places at which to die, but at which to be cured.
In many regions where well-integrated healthcare infrastructures have been slow to develop or have been destroyed by years of
Key questions
What is already known about this topic?
▸ While the global medical research and development (R&D) race was intensively performed, the much needed medical countermeasures have not yet materialised to diagnose and treat Ebola virus disease (EVD). ▸ The alert of WHO PHEIC had been lifted in the end of March 2015 and global R&D interest is going on to other things such as Zika virus infection, however, each health system in the affected countries has not sufficiently been restored for future response to new EVD cases.
What are the new findings?
▸ There are potential products against EVD; however, those should further be validated to ensure the efficacy, usability from the patientcentred, community-focused viewpoints. ▸ The clinical trial conducted in Guinea ( JIKI study) has proven the feasibility of conducting clinical research in the midst of an epidemic where research literacy is far from enough for a continuous involvement in preparation and implementation at field level. ▸ Involving industries, translational collaboration can offer new insights to produce and deploy the life-saving solutions, developing cultural sensitivity to build trust within communities and flexibility to adapt clinical research to field constraints.
Recommendations for policy
▸ R&D and clinical case management strategies should be strategically integrated with social mobilisation measures to establish a supportive local environment for public health outcomes. ▸ A strategic multilayered intervention can fulfil the gap in short-term activity such as the vaccination programme in high-risk level contacts to EVD to provide more solid measures for prevention and healthcare benefit to vulnerable populations and societies. ▸ Innovative governance systems should be established along with a professional portfolio management mechanism for responses to everchanging epidemiological dynamics of EVD at both international and national levels.
war and violence, it is not practical to expect people at risk for EVD to voluntarily come to urban-centred emergency care centres. In the case of the 2014-2015 EVD epidemic in West Africa, these Ebola Treatment Units ('ETUs') were too physically, culturally and psychologically distant from the local communities where the outbreak was rampant.
Physical distance: The physical distance between patient and treatment-which lengthens the transmission chain -arose from the long distances between local communities and the urban-based ETUs, rendered even longer by the absence of an operating transportation infrastructure. The nature of EVD exacerbated this distance because the resources for confirmatory diagnosis of the disease were centralised at the ETUs. The capacity to more immediately and precisely diagnose symptomatic patients and individuals at risk due to exposure at decentralised points of care could dramatically contribute to controlling threats of disease expansion with less complexity and use of fewer resources. Establishing alternative channels for timely diagnosis and access to care will also contribute to more effective and efficient enrolment in clinical studies of experimental treatments and reduce probable selection biases.
Cultural distance: The cultural distance between patient and diagnosis and treatment arose from the palpably foreign nature of the healthcare services and technologies at the ETUs. In this context, patients were prone to feel not like patients but like refugees outcast from their families and communities. This problem can be addressed in significant part through long-term intensive communications programmes in local languages and dialects that promote and strengthen awareness of the causes of EVD and the methods of diagnosing and treating it.
Psychological distance: The physical and cultural distances combined to create a psychological distance between patient and diagnosis and treatment, with the death spiral effect of all three evidenced by the evergrowing incidence of EVD and associated mortality.
SHORTENING THE TIME TO TREATMENT Among the clinical trials 2 3 of experimental drugs for EVD, the pioneer study led by the French Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale (Inserm) 4 5 found that on average it took up to 5 days for treatment to begin after confirmed diagnosis at an ETU. The time to travel from the local community to an ETU meant that the time between onset of symptoms or exposure and treatment was even longer. These delays in diagnosis and treatment were in stark conflict with the need to administer antiviral therapeutics as soon as possible.
In addition to the delay to diagnose and treat caused by distance, two additional sources of delay arise in this context: first, negative diagnoses resulting from a lower viral load before symptoms appear; second, missed opportunities to treat asymptomatic individuals who have had contact with confirmed infected individuals and who could have benefited from timely postexposure prophylactic (PEP) treatment.
CLINICAL STUDIES OF EXPERIMENTAL DRUGS TO TREAT EVD
All of these issues add complexity to the quest to obtain quantitatively meaningful data from clinical studies of experimental drugs to treat EVD. Moreover, this quest competes against the local health outcome-based case management objective to treat individual patients and control the spread of the disease. This conflict becomes particularly significant in the case of treatment with experimental drugs where there may not be sufficient time to reduce the risk that adverse effects that may have been observed in non-human primate studies will carry over into humans. 6 Using experimental drugs in patients who have a negative diagnosis (even if falsely negative) or where there is an absence of symptoms presents further ethical issues.
The WHO now requires phase 3 level incentive surveillance in the three affected countries 7 and some flare-up cases have been detected, assuming sexual transmission because of persistent residual virus in the sperm of recovered men. [8] [9] [10] Case investigation efforts now require vigorous postmortem screening as part of safe burial promotions for active mobilisation of communities. Simultaneously, the driving forces of control measures have been changed from foreign health emergency response teams and R&D experts to local health government agencies. The landscape in any affected county is always changing and it has become difficult for local authorities to identify the best public health countermeasures adapted to each local context because of a multitude of social uncertainties (figure 1).
Japan's historic role in responding to global health emergencies is often viewed as simply that of a financial supporter, with no physical presence. In the case of the 2014-2015 EVD outbreak, however, Japan actively sought to provide medical R&D resources in collaboration with and the support of various international partners. We offer here two examples of this with respect to the EVD epidemic in Guinea: a field test of a rapid EVD test kit using the Reverse Transcription Loop-mediated Isothermal Amplification (RT-LAMP) method 11 and a clinical study of the small-molecule drug favipiravir. 12 13 The benefits of the RT-LAMP method as a community-based diagnostic In discussing the value of any diagnostic test for EVD and similar haemorrhagic virus infections, we first note the extreme danger of false-negative results. To be effective at a local village level, EVD diagnostics must have high negative predictive value along with specificity and sensitivity to detect EVD, without cross-reactivity to other haemorrhagic fever viruses and arboviruses (which cause similar acute febrile diseases). We believe that the RT-LAMP diagnostic tested in Guinea during the 2014-2015 EVD outbreak may satisfy these requirements more so than the fingerstick-based rapid diagnostic testing (RDT) immunoassay tool that was widely deployed during the outbreak. 14 15 Some argue that the RDT system itself cannot be used as the sole basis for patient management 14 due to its limitations as to sensitivity and specificity in comparison with the real-time Reverse-Transcription PCR system (rRT-PCR). 16 Compared to the danger of a missed detection of malaria due to a false-negative result, there is much greater danger in missing a patient with EVD due to a false negative; thus, RDT-positive cases must be transferred to the ETUs for confirmatory diagnosis. Notwithstanding these limitations, proponents of the RDT test argue that it was used efficiently for primary diagnostics to warn of infection risk for those deployed to conduct community outreach investigations. These proponents note that the ReEBOV Antigen Rapid Test (Corgenix, USA) showed preferably high sensitivity and specificity in its field validation results 17 18 and that the fingerstick used in this test had undergone some improvement since its factory-based validation and WHO evaluation study. 19 Additionally, the RDT, as an immunoassay, requires a 10 3 4 times higher cycle threshold (Ct) value than rRT-PCR for detection, while the lower limit of detection of PCR varies based on the procedures. 20 21 RDT proponents argue that rRT-PCR is not completely reliable despite being regarded as the WHO benchmark reference system. 22 23 They also point to the high acquisition costs of rRT-PCR platforms and the ongoing expense of technical expertise for routine deployment in the health systems of developing countries where the priorities are misplaced and the funds misspent. With this criticism in mind, we note, however, that, aiming for decentralised point-of-care testing with remote monitoring in a wide variety of laboratory settings, a fully automated RT-PCR system, Xpert Assay (Cepheid, USA), has been evaluated and can be performed within 90-100 min from sample acquisition. 24 25 Given this debate over diagnostic methods, it is clear that further development is needed in the scientific advancement of diagnostic technology to ensure high negative predictive value for EVD cases and greater robustness to detect the presence of virus in sample specimens the integrity of which is subject to the challenges posed by environments such as those found in West Africa during the 2014-2015 EVD outbreak. This also suggests the necessity of developing new screening algorithms and adapting to a continuum of EVD care to account for the detection of infected individuals presenting with lower viraemia-both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients.
The RT-LAMP method developed through an academic-industry collaboration in Japan was validated in Guinea in March 2015 and showed significantly higher sensitivity concordant with the results from rRT-PCR, particularly with the primers for the trailer region of the Ebola virus genome (100% for all indicators of sensitivity, specificity, negative and positive predictive values). 26 The RT-LAMP test kit also showed applicability to oral swabs (in contrast to blood samples) for higher throughput screening. Table 1 presents data that compare RT-LAMP with the RDT and rRT-PCR. By validating the use of RT-LAMP in Guinea's tropical climate, these data suggest that the RT-LAMP method has the potential to be deployed for rapid and accurate point-of-care diagnosis in future EVD outbreaks in regions where the Ebola is endemic.
Owing to the data presented in table 1, the RT-LAMP test kit (in the portable platform of Genie III, Toshiba Medical Systems Corp., Japan) has been well received, particularly by local health policymakers and laboratory technicians in Guinea, as official bilateral aid. With expectations that its simple, practical usability in field settings will support point-of-care diagnostics for individual case management, the RT-LAMP test kit can be operated by battery. The RT-LAMP test kit has also been Figure 1 Adjusting to ever-changing dynamics for deployment of medical countermeasures. used with timely sampling with oral swabs as a postmortem diagnostic to purposively support safe burial in communities in Guinea. More than 2000 postmortem cases were tested between April 2015 and August 2016 (unpublished data). If rRT-PCR is not available for confirmatory diagnosis of EVD, RT-LAMP can be alternatively deployed for efficient decision-making and reduction of the health resource burden. 27 Recently, RT-LAMP in combination with a new extraction kit, SpeedXtract (Qiagen, Germany), and an improved diagnostic reverse transcription recombinase polymerase amplification assay (EBOV-RT-RPA), has been validated on sera and swabs in Guinea for case management as well as for safe burial management. 28 The result on this combined device showed higher sensitivity than the RealStar Filovirus rRT-PCR kit (Altona-Diagnostics, Germany), and provided significantly fast results, within 30-60 min, with comparatively high specificity and sensitivity to the results shown by the above RT-LAMP method.
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A point-of-care diagnostic system such as RT-LAMP is essential to precisely screen and confirm each infection risk and case management in local settings. Moreover, when combined with PEP therapy discussed in more detail below, RT-LAMP can support treatment-forprevention measures and follow-up intervention for those at risk of sexual transmission.
THE POTENTIAL FOR FAVIPIRAVIR AS A MEDICAL COUNTERMEASURE AGAINST THE EBOLA VIRUS
The 2014-2015 EVD outbreak spurred efforts to develop a vaccine against the Ebola virus. To this end, the results of efforts such as the rVSV-EBOV ring vaccination clustered-randomised trial offer some hope. 29 However, even if these vaccination efforts succeed, there may still be a 10-day delayed onset of immunity after vaccination, 30 31 and in diseases like EVD, there is a 2-day to 20-day incubation period, 32 with higher levels of exposure during the advanced excretion stage of the disease. A PEP, therefore, could be an important tool for minimising the impact and spread of infection before a vaccine would work in any risk person. We believe that the small molecule drug favipiravir (developed by Toyama Chemical Co, a company within FUJIFILM Corp, Japan) has the potential to be used for this purpose.
Favipiravir was the drug tested in the JIKI clinical study in Guinea, which was supported by the Japanese government and undertaken in collaboration with the government of Guinea, Inserm, Médecins Sans Frontières, the Alliance for International Medical Action and Toyama Co. The results of the JIKI study did not allow for any statistically significant conclusion about the efficacy of the drug, but the study did provide invaluable lessons about: (1) how to quickly set up and run an Ebola trial in close relationship with the community and non-governmental organisations, (2) how to integrate clinical research into healthcare to achieve improved healthcare and (3) the epidemiology of EVD useful for further research ( particularly illustrating the frequency and impact of renal dysfunction in the progression of EVD and the prognostic value of low PCR cycle time (Ct) values, suggesting that EVD drug trials should systematically stratify analyses by baseline Ct value as a surrogate of viral load). The JIKI study results also suggest that favipiravir monotherapy merits further study in patients with medium to high viraemia, but not in those with very high viraemia. 4 5 In the light of the safety and tolerance profile of favipiravir in humans, favipiravir may have value as a PEP in minimising the progression of disease in any patient and the spread of disease within a population. A recent study of favipiravir for PEP by Jacobs et al 33 in eight probably exposed healthcare workers showed favipiravir's potential to protect from Ebola infection. The healthcare settings in that study are different from those in West Africa, as the healthcare workers were evacuated after the assessment of each exposure level. The results of the risk assessment algorithm employed by Jacobs et al suggest that use of favipiravir for PEP could represent a critically important public health countermeasure to contain infection chains by treating high-risk segments of the populations.
EFFICACIOUS DEPLOYMENT OF AVAILABLE LIFE-SAVING SOLUTIONS Differentiation of therapeutic measures adjusting to local health system constructs Determining the optimal EVD treatment regimen for different stages of EVD and different population segments (eg, adults and children) presents several challenges. 34 35 The preliminary result of the PREVAIL-II randomised clinical trial of Zmapp (Mapp Biopharmaceutical, USA) in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone indicates the potential for monoclonal antibody approaches to treat EVD. 36 However, given the challenges of inventory management and logistics in regions where the infrastructure for these functions is not well established, orally administered drugs like favipiravir have an advantage over injectable biologics and injectable drugs. Nonetheless, Zmapp and Gilead GS-5734, 37 38 both of which are administered as injections, may be important for acute infection cases where an orally administered treatment cannot be used. In the light of this need, an intravenous formulation of favipiravir is currently under development.
Strategic multilayered approach
The study of favipiravir in patients with EVD in Guinea was based on the WHO reaching an ethical consensus about the compassionate use of potential but unregistered medical interventions on satisfaction of certain conditions regarding safety and efficacy. 39 For the people in the affected countries confronted by EVD and similar diseases, however, the issues go far beyond those usually associated with a clinical study. It is essential that all the relevant stakeholders work towards integrating the science of conducting clinical studies of experimental treatments, the practice of medicine to treat the disease, and the life-altering social and economic impact on the communities, nations and regions suffering from an outbreak of EVD. This integration is critical for being able to comprehensively assess and adjust the regime of countermeasures and related healthcare brought to bear on the outbreak in order to maximise local healthcare outcomes. This means that we must combine the knowledge collectively gained from our various experiences to construct and implement healthcare strategies that include tools for reliable prevention, diagnostics and medication. For this purpose, we offer in figure 2 a multilayered approach, based on what we have learnt about EVD care management in Guinea. This approach takes into consideration the critical timing of diagnosis for preventive and therapeutic intervention and the importance of integrating PEP strategy for efficient containment of EVD with an optimum intervention level.
Packaging the diagnosis and care options for locally acceptable field operations Compiling a list of the most effective EVD diagnosis and care options in terms of infrastructural and functional elements that will be acceptable at the community level will require community-focused service delivery models that can at the same time introduce and maximise the capacity of currently available technologies and resources and also provide data for analysing the safety and efficacy of those options and measuring individual and public health outcomes. To establish the most effective countermeasures for EVD, we suggest a reexamination of the adaptability of the currently available primary healthcare approaches employed globally for control of HIV/AIDS, 40 Malaria and Neglected Tropical Diseases. 41 42 Those approaches usually involve the establishment and deployment of a community-focused, mobile healthcare mechanism 43 purposefully aimed at strengthening healthcare logistics for contact tracing and adherence to medication. Addressing the unequal impact on men, women and children's health should also be advocated. 34 35 44 Conventional precounselling and postcounselling for testing may be required in a locally acceptable and affordable public healthcare package, as well as providing continued support for health awareness promotion strategies 45 and reconstructing and integrating health education and nutritional programmes.
CONCLUSIONS
Lessons learnt by the various researchers, governmental and non-governmental organisations, and clinicians in addressing the 2014-2015 EVD epidemic in West Africa must be collaboratively collected and analysed in a systematic fashion in order to be best prepared at the local level for the next EVD epidemic. In this context, we believe that the field operations with RT-LAMP diagnostic instruments and the clinical study of favipiravir in Guinea provide important information about adapting diagnostic screening and clinical trial procedures in environments characterised by substantial field constraints and allowed trust-building with local communities plagued by limited resources. 46 Our first-hand knowledge gained from the 2014-2015 EVD outbreak illustrates how collaborative efforts and translational networking in a public health crisis can offer new and productive insights. Through these lessons learnt, we can pragmatically interpret the scientific results of these programmes and collaboratively facilitate discussions among the applicable authorities and members of the global multinational healthcare network for timely and coordinated deployment of resources to achieve the muchneeded public health responses during outbreaks in a coordinated manner. 47 48 Furthermore, this type of coordination should ensure a sustainable financial mechanism for being strategically prepared to align and mobilise scientific and R&D pipeline resources at both multilateral and country levels in a systematic manner designed to address the changing epidemiological dynamics of deadly infectious diseases beyond the 2014-2015 Ebola outbreak. 49 50 Handling editor Seye Abimbola.
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